1982, May: WPUI Formed, UW School of Business, Commerce Bldg (now Ingraham Hall)

1982, Oct/Nov: EUB, then a collection of programs known as the “Basic Course on Public Utilities and Regulation,” held for the first time. By 2001, they were known as “Energy Basics.” In 2003, it became the unified program still known as “Energy Utility Basics.”

1993: Grainger Hall opened. A new home for UW School of Business & WPUI.

2002: WPUI’s first website is created.

2003: Relationship with UW College of Engineering established.

2006: Moved to UW College of Engineering.

2002: Fluno opened.

2004: WPUI began holding board meetings & programs there.

Mid-2000’s: Began holding programs at the Pyle Center. It would become WPUI’s main location for programming.

2019: RTO Fundamentals established as an annual foundational program.

2024: RTO Advanced is created.

2020: The COVID pandemic hits. WPUI implements remote programming, which proves to be successful & popular, greatly expanding WPUI’s audience and speaker base.

2022: Hybrid & remote program formats are here to stay!

2024: WPUI’s current Strategic Plan is designed.